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A few figures tell the rT1T
. . . 7 years of painstaking analysis, research and design
by engineers from nearly every field of technology.
14,200 hours of exj?erimeiital engine
operation in test cells and in flight test.
4,000,000 individual, complex mathematical
•problems solved by electronic computers.
As a result, America now has the world's
most powerful production aircraft engine
— the J-57 turbojet. Careful engineering
devehnment like this has made
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft the
wodd's foremost designer and
builder of aircraft engines.
PRATT & WHITNEY
AMCRAFT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP.
East Hartford 8, Connecticut
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Glowing blast furnaces such as these
lake the hot iron brew that feeds the
pen hearths where 90% of American
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES OF 1954
You are cordially invited to visit Rose Polytechnic Institute during the
present school year to learn more about your college entrance and the highly
accredited engineering courses available to you at Rose. The next freshman class
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RolIpin is driven into holes
drilled to normal production-
line tolerances.
It compresses as driven.
RolIpin fits flush ... is vibration-proof.
Where will you use
this simple
fastener?
No threading, peening or precision
drilling with ROLLPIN
Rollpin is the slotted tubular steel pin with chamfered ends that is
cutting production and maintenance costs in every class of industry.
This modern fastener drives easily into standard holes, com-
pressing as driven. Its spring action locks it in place—regardless of
impact loading, stress reversals or severe vibration. Rol1pin is
readily removable and can be re-used in the same hole.
If you use locating dowels, hinge pins, rivets, set screws— or
straight, knurled, tapered or cotter type pins— Rollpin can cut
your costs. Mail our coupon for design information.
Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America
Dept. R16-CM, 2330 Vauxhall Road, Unon, N. J.
Please send me the following free fastening information:
n Rollpin bulletin , Here is a drawing of our
product What fastener









from j. M. Wallace, Manager, Meter Div.,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
University of Pittsburgh, 1935 •
To the man who wants more than a job
You and I know that getting a job is not a problem
these days. Industry needs thousands of young engineers.
But the man who wants more than a job might well
pause and consider just how he is going to find his special
opportunity. It cannot be found everywhere.
The man I'm talking about wants interesting work
with a future, yes—but also something more. He is
determined to help make the world a better place in
YOU CAN BE SURE...IF ITt
Westinghouse
which to live—and wants a job that will enable him to
do this. He is co-operative in his work, but demands the
dignity of being treated as an individual. This man had
high purpose when he elected a career as an engineer.
I know this man. He's many men at Westinghouse.
He's an engineer's engineer.
You, who want more than a job, are this man, too.
You will be among your own at Westinghouse. G-10273
For information on career opportunities
with Westinghouse, consult Placement
Officer of your University, or send for
our 44-page book, Finding Tour Place
in Industry.
Write: Mr. C. W. Mills, Regional
Educational Co-ordinator, Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Merchandise Mart
Plaza, Chicago 54, Illinois.
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.eet's 411 Play
The new system of intramural athletics in practice at Rose this year is something that
has been needed for a long time. In the past, except for basketball during the winter months,
all intramural activities were of a spontaneous nature. This was not a satisfactory situation as
lack of organization, equipment, and proper playgrounds tended to discourage most individ-
uals. However, under the present program, the newly created office of the Intramural Di-
rector will attempt to remedy this by forming teams from the students who wish to play and
furnishing them with the proper equipment. This plan is intended to cover football, basketball,
softball, volleyball, tennis, and horseshoes. In addition students may check out equipment dur-
ing most weekday hours.
The administration deserves a vote of thanks for setting up this program. However, no
matter how good their intentions, it cannot be a success without the support of the student
body. I sincerely hope that all who are physically able will at some time take advantage of
the opportunities now afforded and participate in at least one sport. It will certainly be to a
persons advantage to relax for an hour or so and release some of the tension that builds up
with school and studies. If any added incentive be needed there will be awards given at the
end of the season based not only on ability, but also on attendance and attitude.
There is only one sore spot in the whole setup. The school maintains that since partici-
pation is on a voluntary basis, it cannot be responsible for injuries which may occur. This is
a dangerous situation, and surely there is something that can and should be done about it.
In spite of this, the program, along with the student center, should make the task of going
to school more enjoyable. Yes, this idea of relaxation has gone a long way since back when
I was a freshman.
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(Editor's Note: )Jacques H. Houdry,
28, has been actively at work with
his noted father, Eugene J. Houdry,
in the development of oxidizing cata-
lysts ever since 1948. At that time
Jacques joined his father in the con-
verted stable-laboratory adjacent to
the family estate in Ardmore to par-
ticipate in the painstaking, trial-and-
error series of tests that led to the
development of the Oxycat, the first
of Houdry's commercially practi-
cable oxidizing catalysts.
In 1950 when Houdry formed a
company to manufacture his air pol-
lution control catalysts, Jacques be-
came vice president of the industrial
division. Ever since he has been per-
sonally in charge of the design, de-
velopment and sales of Oxycats for
industrial uses and has been active
in all other phases of the company's
operation, which include the de-
velopment and manufacture of cata-
lysts for the control of internal com-
By Jacques H. Houdry
the cleanliness of cities and indus-
trial centers. This cumulative con-
tamination of the air we breathe
has been high-lighted recently in
charges made by Los Angeles scien-
tists that hydrocarbon contaminants
in the atmosphere may be responsible
for the marked increase of lung can-
cer in heavily polluted areas.
The new technique — very defi-
nitely an engineering approach to
the problem — is a family of oxi-
dizing catalysts developed by Eugene
J. Houdry, pioneer almost twenty
years ago in the catalytic cracking
of petroleum.
To assign so sweeping a role to
any one method of pollution control
might seem presumptuous. But vari-
ous types of oxidizing catalysts per-
fected by Mr. Houdry or now in
development have indicated that
they can burn at the source any
gaseous or fine particulate matter
that is combustible.
One type of oxidizing catalys
called the Oxycat, is already offer
ing a positive and economical sol
tion to industrial plant pollutio
problems. The catalytic agent of thi
Oxycat is a platinum and alumin
alloy that is coated onto a surfac
of porcelain rods.
After two years of study in variou
industrial installations the Oxyca
has shown that it can:
• Remove odors and visible smok
resulting from hydrocarbon ex
hausts—and also eliminate car
bon monoxide.
• In many cases generate usabl
heat in the process—enough t
cut the plant fuel bill of one use
by 90' ; —enough to return $27,
500 yearly on a $25,000 invest
ment for another company.
• Turn waste gases into usabl
power—in one case to run a gw.
turbine.
• Indirectly improve productior
bustion engine exhausts and home
odors and pollutants.
A graduate of the Episcopal Aca-
demy, Philadelphia, Jacques studied
EXHAUSr COA,TAHViNG
engineering and chemistry at the WAX Fomes
University of Pennsylvania to pre-
pare him for his work in catalysis.
550-600'F
600-6.5e,
WAX. f R EE &HAUS r




There is a new technique in engi-
neering that promises to remove
something old and troublesome from
the air.
The something old in the air is
pollution — tons and tons of con-
taminating particles, vapors and
gases that for years have been pour-
ing from our industrial plants, our
power stations, our railroads, our in-
cinerators, and above all our auto-
mobiles — toxious elements that
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processes and products in some
applications and
• Increase safety and reduce fire
hazard in others.
In a typical case, that of the Radio
orporation of America plant in
amden, N. J., the Oxycat ended a
calized but intense inplant pollu-
on problem.
Plagued by an irritating wax
oke that blew into its office build-
g from a nearby exhaust stack,
CA installed a bed of Oxycats to
• idize the smoke at its source—a
rn-off oven in the company's
• wdered metals division.
In making powdered metal parts,
CA uses a wax binder to hold the
rts together before final pressing.
ut after pressure molding and be-
re the parts can be sintered, the
ax binder must be driven off.
In doing this in a burn-off oven,
CA had been driving out to the
r a mixture of wax particles and
.por— a smoke with an odor of
rnt cork — very annoying to
reathe.
The company first considered
arious methods of eliminating the
ax smoke. The exhaust could be
ellected, condensed, filtered or
urned. It was decided that some
ethod of burning would give the
ost positive results with a minimum
maintenance and operating head-
ches.
Burning, in the ordinary sense of
irect ignition of the fumes, would
ave been costly. A large volume of
me-air mixture (1400 cubic feet
er minute) would have to be
,rought up to an ignition tempera-
re of 2000 degrees or more. This
turn would require a high fuel
onsumption, a large combustion
hamber and elaborate insulation
nd stack construction to withstand
ligh temperatures.
RCA turned to catalytic oxidation
a method for burning the wax
moke at temperatures well below
he normal ignition point. The corn-
.any installed a bed of 204 Oxycats
bove its burn-off oven.
Each Oxycat unit is a cage-like
tructure of 73 porcelain rods held
ogether by two square porcelain
• nd-plates and a porcelain spacer
bar. The surfaces of these rods—
tear-drop shaped to minimize back
pressure—are coated with the cata-
lytic agent—platinum and alumina
alloy.
The Oxycats are stacked side-by-
side and one on top of the other on
a simple grate in the exhaust stack
of the oven. The waste gases flow
across the Oxycat rods. At the coat-
ed surfaces of these rods a catalytic
reaction takes place, oxidizing the
exhaust to a harmless effluent of
carbon dioxide and water vapor.
(The catalytic agent of the Oxy-
cat here acts to stimulate the oxida-
tion reaction, to permit oxidation at
temperatures far below the normal
ignition point of the combustibles.
Contrary to classical theory on cata-
lysis which holds that the catalyst
takes no active part in a reaction,
Mr. Houdry has found strong evi-
dence to corroborate the theory that
a catalyst definitely does take part
in a reaction, repeatedly entering
and leaving, later returning to its
original state when the reaction is
completed.)
The oxidizing temperature of the
Oxycat is about 500 degree F. Since
the wax fumes leave the burn-off
oven at about 300 degrees, RCA in-
stalled a preheat burner to raise
temperature to the desired point. The
catalyst in oxidizing the preheated
fumes raises exhaust temperatures
another 50-100 degrees—a relatively
small increase in this case due to
the low concentration of the contami-
nants. Operation to date has shown
complete elimination of the wax
smoke.
The catalyst also eliminated ex-
plosive pockets of fumes that pre-
viously had a tendency to collect a-
bove the oven. At the same time
the slow build-up of wax deposits in
the oven stack was stopped. This
build-up would obstruct air move-
ment through the oven, gradually
changing oven conditions. Now RCA
can more easily obtain uniform
operating conditions and maintain
consistently high quality production.
RCA has mounted both the pre-
heat chamber and catalyst housing
above the burn-off oven on a steel
platform nine feet above the floor.
Oxycat Unit
The compact installation minimizes
the travel distance of the wax fumes
and prevents the accumulation of
wax in the ductwork.
The catalyst units sit one foot deep
in an insulated chamber 42 inches
square. An additional 18 inches of
depth provides inspection area. The
insulated combustion chamber is 90
inches long, 42 inches wide, and 42
inches deep.
Profitable Heat Recovery
A good example of pollution con-
trol that really pays is the Oxycat
installation at the enameling plant
of Enamelstrip Corp., Allentown, Pa.
Installed more than two years ago—
in fact the very first installation by
Oxy-Catalyst, Inc.—a total of 1200
Oxycats have curbed a serious com-
munity problem for Enamelstrip and
in the bargain have generated enough
usable heat energy to cut plant fuel
bills by 90 percent.
Enamelstrip runs four metal coat-
ing lines—processes in which enamel
and lacquer coatings are tolled onto
continuous metal coil, then baked
dry in an oven. These ovens had
been driving off as many as 30 drums
of xylene and toluol solvents a day
into the neighboring community. The
company's public relations problem
with the neighbors, needless to say,
was an acute one.
Typical catalyst operation at
(Continued on page 26)





Consisting of more than 1,500,000
individual parts, the dramatic Nike,
shown at left with its approximately
300 highly complex electronic "brain
cells," is the first surface-to-air
guided-missile system to be put into
service around U. S. cities.
Nike is the answer to Army Ord-
nance's call for a new defensive
weapon that will meet an aerial tar-
get in its own element and on its
own terms. Such a weapon had to
be highly maneuverable throughout
its flight. And matching speed with
speed would not be sufficient, since
the initiative would remain with an
enemy plane.
The end product of eight years.
guided missile research, Nike is the
only supersonic anti-aircraft missile
thus far announced that can follow
and destroy an enemy target despite
its evasive action. Essentially a de-
fensive weapon, the Nike system is
highly mobile and will work in any
weather — even when visibility is
zero. The system consists essentially
of two parts: an expendable aero-
dynamic, liquid-fueled missile and
the highly elaborate million-and-a-
half part control network.
Named after the goddess of victory
of Greek mythology, this fantastic
new system and accompanying radar
equipment is currently being mass
produced for Army Ordnance by
Western Electric, the manufacturing
and supply unit of the Bell System.
As prime contractor, Western coordi-
nates its own vast manufacturing and
engineering operation with activities
of hundreds of subcontractors in
twenty states, who each contribute
something to Nike.
Several large vans are needed to
house the vast array of electronic
By Bill Cade, jr., m.e.
equipment in the control system
Aside from the 20-foot missile an.
its booster rocket the other principa
units include radars and launchin,
equipment.
Here is how Nike works:
1. The Nike battery receives earl
warning from the air warnin!
net that hostile aircraft are ap
proaching.
2. The target is picked up an.
tracked electronically.
3. Nike missiles are readied i
vertical position on thei
launching racks.
4. A running account of the tar
get's changing position is trans
mitted to the control center.
5. The missile's control mechan
ism, stabilization and naviga
tional gear are checked an •
safety mechanisms are disen
gaged.
6. As the target crosses an invisi
ble deadline the Nike missile i -
fired.
7. Within seconds after the launch-
ing the Nike missile has passed
through the sonic barrier and
is in supersonic flight, ridin_
smoothly on its own rocket en-
gine.
8. The complex electronic equip-
ment continues to guide the
Nike missile as it converges on
the target.
9. The missile intercepts the target
and explodes.
Radar "Eyes" Guide Guns
And Give B-47E
A Heavyweight Punch
A remote controlled tail turret
system, capable of knocking down
enemy interceptors in the night or
fog, will protect the Air Force's
Boeing B-47E Stratojet bomber.
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Developed by the General Electric
Company's Aeronautic and Ordnance
Systems Division, the turret gives
the six-jet bomber a heavyweight
punch to the rear, and guided by its
radar "eyes'', it can track and shoot
down unseen targets. It is especially
adapted for high speed jet airplane
operation.
The turret was submitted to ex-
tensive testing at Boeing's Wichita
plant before installations began.
The B-47E, latest member of the
600-mile an hour Boeing Stratojet
family, is being produced for the Air
Force by Boeing at Wichita, Kansas,
by Lockheed at Marietta, Georgia,
and by Douglas at Tulsa, Oklahoma.
The gun-firing system has been
designed so that radar and the
"Electric Brain" will do most of the
work.
The Air Force revealed that it
has been delivering these armament
units for nearly three years.
G-E engineers Explained how the
gun-firing system works:
In danger areas, the radar is
switched to "search". With this done,
the radar maintains a watch to the
rear.
When the radar picks up an attack-
ing plane, a "pip" shows up on the
radar screen.
Once the target is centered in the
crosshairs, it is tracked automatical-
ly. This tracking action supplies the
computer with the information it
needs, and when the attacking plane
gets into range the gun is fired.
The system consists essentially of
a tail turret mounting two guns, a
computer ("electric brain") , control
equipment and search-track radar.
G. E.'s Aircraft Products Depart-
ment with plants in Johnson City,
N. Y. and Burlington, Vt. and the
Light Military Equipment Depart-
ment in Utica, N. Y. joined in the
production of the system. Avco Cor-
poration's Crosley Division at 
cinnati, Ohio, is also producing these
systems.
A Pump That Doesn't Run
A new pump, designed to move
liquid metals within cooling or heat-
ing systems, to force liquid metals
into forms in die-casting operations,
and for general usage wherever
these metals must be forced from
point to point, has been introduced
by Callery Chemical Company of
Callery, Pa.
The unique pump also is believed
to have applications in industrial
atomic energy operations.
Operated on an electromagnetic
principle, the pump has no moving
parts and no packing glands.
Designed to pump liquid metals
by means of an electric Current, the
new Callery alternating current,
conduction type EM pump can be
operated from single phase, 60-cycle
alternating current voltages.
The pump operates on a basic
electromagnetic principle. The liquid
metal to be pumped is, of course, a
conductor of electricity. When an
electrical current is passed through
the metal, in a direction perpendicu-
lar to a magnetic field which sur-
rounds the metal, it produces a force
which sets that metal in motion
within the pumping section. A pump
of this type will effectively pump
those fluid metals which have a low-
er electrical resistance than that of
the pumping section's walls.
Mechanically, the pump is con-
structed with two current trans-
formers, connected additively. These
supply the current to an armature
Ahich is brazed to the tubular
pumping section of the device at
flattened portions of the tube. The
current path through the armature
is continuous across one flattened
portion of the pumping tube, through
the other side of the armature and
across the tube's other flattened sec-
tion.
The magnetic field is produced
for four coils, one placed on each of
the legs of two U-shaped laminated
(Continued on page 24)
Nike control panel in action.
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A new facet of drying:
FREEZE DRYING
Today, industry is making wide
use of freeze-drying techniques in the
preparation of many products. These
products, which would normally
spoil or lose their vitamin content
and quality if left untreated, can
often be kept indefinitely without
imS.irment through this process
without refrigeration.
Freeze-drying is an age-old pro-
cess just recently put to work for the
benefit of mankind. Most people have
observed the freeze-dry process at
work on sunny, cold days without
recognizing it. On such days in the
late winter when the temperature is
still too low to melt ice and snow,
it is seen over a period of time that
the quantity of ice and snow dimin-
ishes. Literally it can be said that the
sun ate this snow and ice up by the
process of sublimation. The mild heat
of the sun caused frozen water to
evaporate or sublime; thus without
melting the liquid, it was converted
from a solid to a vapor.
Freeze-drying is the application of
these natural processes to industry
under controlled conditions. It is
more effective under vacuumatic con-
ditions than under those of the at-
mosphere. It can be used most effect-
ively under conditions of high
vacuum (low absolute pressure) . Its
purpose is the preservation of rela-
tively unstable substances so that
they retain their vital characteristics
without refrigeration over long peri-
ods of time, and under conditions
which would otherwise impair or
destroy their essential qualities.
Whether in nature, or in large-
scale production, the process is es-
sentially the same; first, the product
is frozen; second, it is dehydrated
by controlled heat without melting.
Some products if either frozen or
dehydrated incur various injuries;
here, the advantages of freeze-drying
Li'ointed out. First, potency is re-
tained as in medical products which
must be kept over long periods. Sec-
ond, the product is sterile, again ap-
plicable to medical and food prod-
ucts. Third, the product reconstitutes
readily; fourth, volatile constituents
are retained such as in the case of
dried orange juice. Fifth, there is
little or no coagulation; nor, sixth,
is there any oxidation as in the fatty
elements of meat. Seventh, foaming
is avoided, as might occur in blood
plasma or any protein. Lastly, there
is no case-hardening.
The production of freeze-drying
elements is dded between the
small units used in the laboratories
Sf hospitals, universities, and re-
search groups; and those of major
freeze-drying operations as in the
processing of blood plasma.
In either operation, two methods
of freezing are employed: pre-freez-
ing in containers or self-freezing. In
pre-freezing, large containers are
placed in a freezing bath for shell-
ing, sometimes with dry ice as the re-
frigerant, or with Freon equipment
if the olaeration is large-scale. These
cS ntainers remain in the bath until
the material is well below its freez-
ing point. After freezing, the con-
tainers are subjected to conditions
of high vacuum and held there until
the moisture content has been re-
duced to the desired level.
Pre-freezing is rapid and preferred
where dry ice is available and mod-
erate in cost. Pre-freezing avoids
foaming, an important consideration
in handling liquids and semi-liquids.
In self-freezing, the containers
stand on trays beneath the manifold,
connected to it by flexible tubing, or
they may be placed within a vacuum
chamber. The material must be de-
gassed to avoid frothing and with-
drawal through the exhaust tube.
De-gassing is accoi-nplished by draw-
ing vacuum slowly over a period of
20 to 30 minutes. The high vacuum
is drawn and the rapid evaporation
By John Rhodehamel, jr., ch.e.
causes complete freezing in a very
few minutes. Vacuum is sustained
until drying is complete. This takes
6 to 8 hours or less for quantities
up to 2 milliliters per container; 18
hours and up for larger quantities.
Self-freezing is somewhat less ex-
pensive than pre-freezing as there
is no cost for freezing. The chambers
of the freeze-drying units are of
welded construction. The shelves are
fitted with internal baffles to assure
proper distribution of heating and
cooling medium. All are tested under
hydrostatic pressure, and will toler-
ate the severity of rapid alternations
between heating and cooling. Any
shelf is easily and quickly removed
without disturbing the others. The
chambers are insulated to minimize
refrigeration requirements and elim-
inate exterior condensation. The hol-
low shelves are fed by internal mani-
folds which benefit by the insulating
effect of vacuum.
Welded construction simplifies
modifications in the field. Moreover,
this style of fabrication obviates the
need for most gaskets, some of which
are invariably inaccessible and there-
fore, on the one hand make replace-
ment difficult and costly, and on the
other, offer lodgment for bacteria.
Chambers are built for 15 psi internal
steam sterilization.
The door is of welded steel con-
struction, hung at the left on floating
hinges so that it•comes squarely, not
obliquely, against the gasket when
closed. The floor of the chamber has
a channel connected with a drain in-
side the door flange to facilitate
draining after cleaning.
Valves in the vapor outlet lines
are ata height convenient for opera-
tion; and not mounted on the top of
the chamber where they demand
extra headroom. Vacuum, tempera-
ture, and pressure gauges are 
larly mounted for easy reading.
(Concluded on page 34)
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By George Rezek, jr. m.e., and Don Carrell, soph. m.e.
Now for some of the word on in-
tramurals. The gym has been open
for hoop practice since the second
week in November, with special in-
tramural practice sessions from the
17th to the 20th. This should help
to start off a long intramural season
with a bang. League play begins on
November 23, and runs to the
middle of March. Ninety playing
dates have been set aside for this
year's tournament, some in the after-
noon, but most at night. A schedule
like this should turn up a real win-
ner, at least within slide rule accur-
acy.
Since last year's champs, the
Senior Civils, are for the most part
no longer around, no one will have
to worry about attaching another
first place medal to his key chain.
Larry Rodabaugh and Roy Kalen
will once again be around to torment
their opposition. Hugh Davis, Jerry
Benson, Ron Runyan, Phil Boller,
Jerry McGlone, Phil Kirk, Carter
Smith, and Frank Potts are others
who have sparked their teams in the
past. Many of the soph hotshots are
either out for the varsity crew or
have departed for greener fields, but
there are quite a few who are ready
to take their place. The freshmen
should turn up with quite a few
standouts if they turn up at all. If
the teams are set up by departments,
watch out for the Junior Electricals,
Junior Mechanicals, and Senior
Mechanicals, with the Chemicals
and Civils as darkhorse choices.
Since the league will be split into
two halves, one of these teams is al-
most sure of getting into the cham-
pionship match. The two characters
loitering in the dark corner are
Ralph Branson and Don Wood
covering all bets on the outcome.
Something new has been added
again! Behold, volley ball has come
into its own as a league sport. For
a lot of fun, it's hard to beat, and
in a regularly scheduled league form,
competition will run as high as any
of the intramural donnybrooks. The
league champs will not be denied
their glory either; medals will be in
order.
Football became somewhat of a
disappointment when the freshmen
failed to support it. Why is it that
only 14 men out of 140 signed up
for one of the most popular games
in the country; even at that, those
14 men had to be dropped from the
league because they didn't have the
time to show up. What gives? What's
with you Greencaps? Even with the
sad freshman turnout, the league
play provided quite a few campus
characters with a chance to display
their wares and have fun too. While
the Red Riders and the Comets
battled for top honors, the Rams
dropped out of the league, thus en-
hancing the league's won and lost
column all the way down the line,
and Don Fordyce broke his nose,
giving the Jets their only claim to
fame. Highlights of the season were
Don Camp's running and passing,
terrific line play by Dick Hirst and
Bill Guard, nice running by Phil
Kirk and Roy Kalen, Bob Bright's
steady work as an end, and the high,
lofty tosses of Larry Rodabaugh.
Many things are still brewing in
Coach Kelly's sports melting pot, and
all are tabled for future reference.
Among those of immediate interest
is a ping pong tournament. Decem-
ber seems to be a likely month for
the unveiling of such a competition.
Watch the intramural dope board or
you'll be one of the first to miss out.
The Man from Milan also has his
long-range guns pointed toward a
track meet; plans for same are still
unfolding, but it will take three days
to run off. After the freshmen's
glorious entrance into the swing of
things, Mr. Kelly happily announced
that a strict policy of forfeit will be
adhered to unless other arrange-
ments are made several days before
hand.
Looking again into the crystal ball
of future events, we were cheered
by Coach Kelly's hopes of establish-
ing a chapter of Sigma Delta Psi at
Rose next year. Sigma Delta Psi is
a national athletic fraternity, putting
it into the honorary or professional
frat category. Pledges are required
to pass an athletic test which com-
pares favorably to a small sized de-
cathlon. A fraterpity pin and the
usual "works" would go along with
membership.
Since we've gradually turned the
tide of thought over to fraternities,
we may as well pour all the coal on
the fire and see what the battling
brotherhood already on campus have
done to themselves. Talk has been
running freely about the possibilities
of borrowing either the YMCA or
State pool for an interfraternity
swimming meet. Thoughts have also
flowed concerning a bike race simi-
lar to I. U.'s "Little 500," and a
track meet. Trophies or plaques
would be awarded to the winning
chapter in these meets. Speaking of
trophies, the football and basketball
league cups are on display in the
trophy case at the front stairway.
Take a look before possession is
claimed.
In round ball this year, a mori,
extensive schedule will be employed,
each team playing 12 games. The
basketball league begins on Decem-
ber 7, and runs through March. All
playing dates are at night, three In
December, four in January and Feb-
ruary, and one in March. Lambda
Chi will have to fight off Sigma Nu
and ATO to retain the title they
snagged last year, but they're still
the team to beat. T X has a spoiler's
role at present, but don't take your
mind off them too long. C-2
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Wayne Mason, sr., e.e. Dave Hackett, sr., e.e.
Herb Smith, sr., e.e. Jack Foltz, soph.
Bob Wertz, soph.
Have You Noticed?
Due to the expanding enrollment,
a lot of changes have taken place. We
have a new "play house" so the old
ping-pong parlor has disappeared.
The Humanities Department offices
have all been moved into the re-
modeled space. Also the addresso-
graph has a home of its own.
The bookstore had to find a new
place to meet the pre-term rush for
books, so the bookstore has taken a
new face includitig new fixtures and
a smooth tile floor.
Both moves are big improvements.
The "Dean" Capitulates
Much to the "amaze" of his s'u-
dents, "Uncle Bob" took the big step
last summer. His marriage to the for-
mer Miss Tone Thornton in June
was a big surprise to all except Bob
(maybe even to him) . Miss Thorn-
ton teaches school at Crawfordsville,
Indiana. Surely Bob will have to
trade that old Strum-mobile for a
more dependable transportation.
We're all glad to see it. Good luck,
Bob!
Rosie, Bonfire, Dance, etc.
Once again the invasion of down-
town Terre Haute by a band of ex-
uberant freshmen escorting our
sacred "Rosie," initiated a very suc-
cessful homecoming week end. The
invaders, although this year some one
hundred and forty strong were fur-
ther augmented by several joyful
upperclassmen and alumni in their
enviable task of obtaining feminine
autographs for Rosie's sides and
shouting school yells. This enjoyable
episode being completed, the fresh-
men, wiping their red badges of cour-
age from their faces, hustled trium-
phant Rosie back to Lost Creek Sta-
dium in time for the bonfire.
At the blazing bonfire upwards of
sixteen hundred students, faculty
members, parents, and friends
watched the results of several weeks
of work by the freshmen under the
"strawbossing" of Frank Denton go
up in smoke. Later inside the field-
house, after being refreshed by cider
and doughnuts furnished by Blue
Key Fraternity, the throng witnessed
a pep rally which featured introduc-
Lambda Chi's winning decoration.
tions of the members of the football
team by Coach Phil Brown.
Saturday night the annual home-
coming dance was attended by about
two hundred and fifty couples ac-
cording to Bill Supp, chairman of the
dance. Charles Schukai, pledge of
Blue Key, was Supp's assistant. Hon-
ored guests were: Dr. and Mrs. Ford
L. Wilkinson, Jr., Dr. and Mrs. S. G.
Bankoff, Professor Herman A.
Moench, Professor and Mrs. E. A.
MacLean, and Professor and Mrs.
Carl Wischmeyer.
Chaperons included: Professor and
Mrs. Darrell E. Criss, Professor and
Mrs. Irvin P. Hooper, and Major and
Mrs. John S. Howell. The Dance was
held in two sections; a combo of six
pieces played in the Wabash Room
and an eight piece band plus a vocal-
ist entertained in the Mayflower
Room.
Highlighting the dance was the
presentation of the prize for the best
(Concluded on page 32)









Ten men between the ages of 26 and 40 were featured
in a recent national magazine article which presented a
portrait of the young scientist in America today. These
particular men are a sample of the most brilliant young
scientific minds in industry.
It's interesting to note that three of the ten are
with Bell Telephone Laboratories, three with General
Electric and one each with four other companies.
The variety of opportunity in research and other
phases of telephone work has always attracted an un-
usually high percentage of the nation's best young men.
Consult your Placement Officer about opportunities
with Bell Laboratories . . . also with the Bell Telephone
Companies, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation.
Your Placement Officer will be glad to give you details.
THREE OF THE TEN ARE AT BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES—
Mathematician Claude Shannon won fame
for his Communication Theory
Physical Chemist William Baker introduced new con-
cepts that have improved synthetic rubber and fibers
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM '
MU
SYSTM
Physicist Conyers Herring is known for his under-
standing of the quantum mechanics of the solid state
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By Birt Kellam, jr., e.e.
'97 Shaver, Archibald G., E.E., re- out the world. Colonel Hunnell has '40 Wittenbrock, Norman G., Ch.
tired Electrical Engineer died been covering Air Base construction E., formerly a Chemical Engi
October 1, 1954 in Danville, Illinois. in North Africa, West Indies, Alaska, neer with General Electric Co.,
He spent many years as a consulting Newfoundland, Be r m u d a, and now Supervisor, Pile Coolant Studie
engineer on safety devices for rail- throughout the United States. Prior with General Electric's Pile Technol
roads, with offices in Chicago. In to recall to active duty he was with ogy Subsection, Engineering Depart
1920 he was sent to London and the Indiana State Highway Commis- ment, at the Hanford atomic installa
Paris to devise safety equipment for sion for twenty-five years. tion near Richland, Washington. Th
European railroads. He retired in '29 Derry, John A., E.E., of Wash- plant is operated by G. E.'s Hanford
1946 and returned to Danville. ington, D. C., has been named Atomic Products Operation for the
Mr. Shaver was a member of the Director, Division of Construction Atomic Energy Commission.
American Railroad Engineering As- and Supply, United States Atomic Mr. Wittenbrock graduated fro
sociation, Western Society of Engi- Energy Commission. Prior to his Rose Polytechnic Institute with high
neers; Association of Consulting En- promotion, Mr. Derry held the post honors. He received his M. S. from
gineers; a trustee emeritus of Morgan of assistant director of production Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Park Military Academy; and former with the A.E.C. in 1940.
director of the Better Government '32 Utz, P. Richard, M.E., of Elm- '41 Hambrock, Kenneth 0., Ch.-Association of Chicago. hurst, Illinois, was appointed E., has recently accepted a
'08 McCormick, George T., Ch.E., recently to the newly-created posi- position in the process study group
of Clevelani died May 20, 1954. tion of General Superintendent of of the Hooker Electrochemical Com-
At the time of his death Mr. Mc- the Malleable Division of the pany of Niagara Falls, New York.
Cormick was retired, having former- National Malleable and Steel Cast- Now residing in Lewistown, N. Y.,
ly been division sales manager with ings Company's Chicago Plant. Mr. Mr. Hambrock was formerly with
the Carbola Chemical Company. Utz previously held the position of the E. I. duPont de Nemours & Corn-
'20 Pence, Fred M., E.E.. of Los assistant general superintendent of
Angeles holds the position of the company's Chicago plant.
Vice President of Engineering in the '34 Blair, Noble C., Jr., A. & C.E.,
Thermador Division of the Norris- Admissions Counselor and
Thermador Corporation. Field Representative for Rose Poly-
'23 Tyler, Buford W., Ch.E., of technic Institute since 1949, has re-
Pittsburgh was recently pro- signed his position in order to de-
moted to the position of Assistant vote full time to his partnership in
to the Vice-President, Central Re- the firm of Gregory and Blair, Engi-
gion, Pennsylvania Railroad. Mr. Ty- neers and Builders, organized in
ler, who has been assistant general 1951, at Elizabethtown, Kentucky.
manager of the Central Region for '35 Reintjes, Harold, Ch.E., repre-
the past year, entered the service sented Rose Polytechnic Insti-
of the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1925 tute at the Inauguration of Dr.
and has held a number of supervisory Francis H. Horn as Fourth President
and managerial posts since that time. of Pratt Institute on May 15. 1954 at
X'27 Hunnell, Charles H., Lt. Col. the Institute's Brooklyn campus. Ap-
has been assigned to the Proximately 300 sister institutions,
Office of the Chief of Engineers, learned societies, and educational
Military Construction. Colonel Hun- associations participated in the Aca-
nell has been with O.C.E. Field demic Procession at the affair.
Group, a group of engineering '40 Louthen, Willard V., E.E.,
specialists assigned to the staff of the Commander, USN, has been
Chief of Engineers for the purpose assigned to the office of the Chief
of inspecting and consulting rela- of Naval Operations in Washington,
tive to military construction through- D. C.
Oct. '43 France, Raymond W.,
Ch.E., has accepted a
position with the Hughes Aircraft
Company of Culver City, California.
Mr. France is a staff engineer con-
cerned with electronic parts.
X'49 Pollock, Robert E., has
accepted a position with
Eastern Motor Express, a large
Hoosier motor carrier. A graduate of
Indiana State Teachers College, Mr.
Pollack is studying under the com-
pany's Terminal Manager's Training
Program.
'52 Failing, Robert P., Jr., M.E.,
has been released from active
duty with the United States Army
and has accepted the position of Pro-
ject Engineer in the Gaines Division
of the General Foods Corporation
at Kankakee, Illinois.
'53 Foley, J. Eugene, E.E., now
holds the position of Staff
Engineer in the plant engineering
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The hotter... the better
Carbon has a peculiar quality—it's at its best when "the heat is on"
IN THE ROARING HEAT Of steelmakers' furnaces, molten
metals boil and bubble like water in a teakettle.
STANDING FIRM in the intense heat of many of these
furnaces are inner walls made of blocks of carbon.
Because pure carbon laughs at heat—actually grows
stronger as it gets hotter—it has become vitally im-
portant in making iron, steel, and many of the other
things all of us use every day.
IN CHEMISTRY, carbon and its refined cousin, graphite,
handle hot and violent chemicals that would quickly
destroy metal or other materials. Today there are
pumps, pipes, tank linings, even entire chemical-process-
ing structures—all made of carbon or graphite.
UCC ... AND CARBON—For over 60 years the people
of Union Carbide have pioneered in the discovery, de-
velopment, and production of many carbon and graph-
ite products for both industry and the home. This is
one more way in which UCC transforms the elements
of nature for the benefit of all.
STUDENTS AND STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about career
opportunities with Union Carbide in ALLOYS,CARBONS,CHEM1CALS,
GASES, and PLASTICS. !Trite for booklet H-2.
UNION CARBIDE
,AND CARBON CORPORATION
30 EAST 42ND STREET 1 0 NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
In Canada: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED
 UCC's Trade-marked Products include 
NATIONAL Carbons ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals HAYNES STELLITE Alloys PRESTONE Anti-Freeze LINDE Oxygen
ACHESON Electrodes PREST-O-LITE Acetylene PYROFAX Gas EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries Dyne! Textile Fibers
KARBATE Corrosion-Resistant Equipment BAKELITE, VINYLITE, and KRENE Plastics SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS
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Theta Xi
Improvements are being rapidly
made at the Theta Xi house. The
paint job is almost complete, window
sashes are being replaced, rain gut-
ters and masonry plans are in effect
for basement remodeling. We hope
to realize these plans in the spring.
Plans are in order for a party with
the Nurses of St. Anthony's Hospital
in the near future. The men of Theta
Xi also participated in force at the
Sock Hop at the hospital on Friday,
October 29th.
Homecoming weekend went over
with a big success at TX. A stag and
buffet supper was held on Friday
night for the returning alumni. On
Saturday night, the actives, alumni,
and their dates went to the dance.
Afterwards, a party was held at
the chapter house. Among the attend-
ants were Professor T. D. Palmer and
his wife. Refreshments were served.
Oh, yes, - - - the Homecoming dis-
play. It seems that after a while the
"Rube Goldberg" apparatus powering
our display just plain gave up. It
was repaired to some degree, but the
crazy electrons did not function quite
satisfactorily. As a result the display
did not perform as was originally
planned. But everyone had a great
time assembling it, even though it
didn't pan out as we hoped it would.
Gene Mrava
Sigma Nu
Beta Upsilon Chapter of Sigma Nu
welcomes Jerry L. Hebb as its new
commander. Jerry was elected to the
post evacuated by Don Wood who is
working evenings part-time. We were
all sorry to see Don go after serving
for a year and a quarter.
This year's homecoming activities
boosted both the chapter's spiritual
and financial status as a result of the
large number of returning alumni.
This renewed interest in the activi-
ties of the chapter came about large-
ly as a result of a Sigma Nu Alumni
Newsletter prepared by the chapter.
Although our homecoming display
failed to attract any widespread pub-
licity, special mention has been made
of the abilities of brother Chuck
Hartley who was supplemented by
the efforts of the entire chapter in
setting Rosie's gears into action.
Hammer-wielding Gil Kovener has
shaped the dormitory into decent liv-
ing quarters.
The chapter congratulates Don
Wood upon his being nominated by
the National Sigma Nu Office in In-
dianapolis to receive the Sigma Nu
Scholarship given to a senior member
of the chapter for achievement and
character. The award of $200 is to
be given to Don at a dinner meeting
the 8th of November.
Philip Kirk and Joe Leppert both
have climbed another rung in the lad-
der by becoming engaged. Phil be-
came engaged to Alice Jones, a stu-
dent nurse at the I. U. Medical Cen-
ter in Indianapolis; and Joe became
engaged to Rosemary Zoderer, who
is a senior at Butler University in
Naptown. A couple of the other
brothers have polished their fra-




Our overdue congratulations are
extended to Brother Bill Povlin who,
during the summer, married Miss
Maggie St. Clair and Bill Supp who
became engaged to Miss Martha
Owens. Mr. and Mrs. Povlin are now
living in Clinton, Indiana, where
Maggie teaches. Martha is a resident
of Indianapolis and an employee of
R.C.A.
At the recent Honor Assembly
Brothers Bill Supp and Dick Boss-
hardt were tapped for Tau Beta Pi;
Charles Schukai, Ken Hannum, and
Ron Vahle were tapped for Blue
Key; and Bob Burtner, Jay Stevens,
Bill Johnson, Carter Smith, Chuck
Hayward, Jack Foltz, and Bob Wertz
received their Honor Keys.
Taus serving on the Modulus in-
clude John Gregory, Editor; Bill
Supp, Business Manager; Walt Mc-
Indoo, Layout Editor; Ron Vahle,
Photographic Editor; Art Masters,
Campus Life Editor; and Jim Mar-
tin, Frank Eppert, and Bob Burtner.
On Student Council this year are
John Gregory, president; Ron Vahle,
Ralph Llewellyn, Ken Hannum and
Bob Travis.
The homecoming parties were a
tremendous success as always. Many
thanks to Mr. John Newlin and Major
Howell for a splendid job of chaper-
oning. Congratulations to Lambda




Lambda Chi Alpha enjoyed a very
successful Homecoming weekend.
The festivities started Friday with
an open house and exhibition of the
Homecoming decorations. Saturday
evening, after a successful afternoon
in football, the annual Homecoming
Ball was held. It was there that the
Homecoming decoration trophy was
awarded to Lambda Chi. After the
dance there was a party at the house
for those who were interested.
The success of the Homecoming
decoration was through the efforts
of the committee; Bud Hall, Bob
Scofield, Jerry Rose, and Sam Hart.
The Lambda Chi football team so
far has an unblemished record, hav-
ing beaten Alpha Tau Omega twice.
The first game was by a score of 13
to 0, and the second one was won by
forfeit.
Again this year we have a good
number of the members out for the
basketball team. Don Snape, Bob
Young, Walt Johaningsmeier, Harold
Brown, Bob Bright, Jim Blair, John
Bizal, Gerry Mattern, and Dick New-
gent are all playing "round ball."
Lambda Chi welcomes two new
pledges this month, Howard Cham-
bers and Floyd Koontz. Glad to have
you, men.
J. R. Fromho/z
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1954—Boeing 8-jet B-52, America's outstanding heavy jet bomber
Leadership is a long-time tradition at Boeing
In 1931, Boeing engineers designed the
B-9, a revolutionary low-wing bomber
that could outdistance any contempo-
rary pursuit plane.
Today, they've produced the free
world's outstanding heavy jet bomber,
the B-52, and America's first jet trans-
port. Boeing also builds the record-
breaking B-47 medium jet bomber,
conducts a major guided missile pro-
gram, and research in nuclear power
for aircraft.
These growing programs mean ex-
panding opportunities at Boeing for
engineers of virtually EVERY type,
including mechanical, civil, electrical
and aeronautical. It also means plenty
of room for advancement. Boeing,
which now employs more engineers
than even at the peak of World War II,
promotes from within, and holds reg-








11% 0% 41% 50%
As the chart shows, 46% of Boeing's
engineers have been here for five years
or more; 25% for 10 years; and 6%
for 15 years, and many have been
with the company 25 years or longer.
Boeing offers engineers an unusual
variety of experience, from applied re-
search to production design, from work
with new materials and techniques to
co-ordination of a vast subcontracting
program which provides contacts with
a cross-section of U. S. industry.
Boeing also helps engineers continue
their graduate studies, and reimburses
them for tuition expenses.
For further Boeing career information,
consult your Placement Office, or write:
RAYMOND J. B. HOFFMAN, Admin. Engineer
Boeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas
AirlirkWV
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON WICHITA, KANSAS
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By Carson W. Bennett and Nina J. Mahaffey
LIBRARY NOTES
Of all the diversions of life, there
is none so proper to fill up its empty
spaces as the reading of useful and
entertaining authors—
We were very fortunate this month
in persuading one of your fellow stu-
dents, Richard L. Fisher, to write
the Book Reviews. He has done a
good job of reviewing the books so
let us see all of you do equally as well
reading them.
Animal Farm, by George Orwell
What would happen on the modern
American farm, if suddenly the live-
stock revolted and took over, driving
out the humans? This is just what
happens in "Animal Farm." Orwell
is world known for his political
satires, and this is undoubtedly his
best. It is easy to see Socialism de-
velop among the animals, and in time
an ultimate leader evolves from their
ranks. It is also easy to compare their
plight to Russia today, and the book
explains very dramatically how Rus-
sia has fallen under the tyrant's
thumb. For something really differ-
ent and interesting, I strongly recom-
mend this selection.
Engineers' Dream, by Willy Ley.
How many of you future engineers
have wondered if there were any
big jobs left for you when you grad-
uate? If you have, put your fears
aside and read, "Engineers' Dream."
Can you imagine a tunnel connect-
ing England to Europe, under the
English Channel? Can you visualize
a steam generator power plant, using
the heat from a volcano for its energy
source; a fresh water lake as big as
Alaska in the middle of the African
continent; a dam at the Rock of
Gibralter lowering the Mediterran-
ean Sea a hundred feet and making
available more land than there is in
France, or maybe all our energy sup-
ply coming from the sun through the
use of large mirrors and mercury
boilers? These things are not fan-
tasy. Plans actually exist, and if you
want to learn all the important facts
about these projects be sure to read
this exciting book.
Faith and Freedom, by Wallace F.
Bennett.
Anyone who heard Senator Wal-
lace F. Bennett when he spoke here
last year will enjoy his new book,
"Faith and Freedom." He tells of
how our fathers instilled in us our
freedoms, and how we are trying to
destroy them with our present day
law, education, and administration.
If we are to maintain our freedom, we
must maintain our faith! I think this
book could do a lot of us same good
in improving our citizenship.
The Best from Fantasy and Science
Fiction, by Anthony Boucher.
As always, science fiction is a good
way to let your mind wander, and
this month we have an excellent book
which is no exception. The book
"The Best from Fantasy and Science
Fiction, is a collection of the best 16
articles from this magazine of this
title during the last year, and believe
me, some of them strike pretty close
to home.
Industrial Design
A new and bright field is emerging
in engineering. It is referred to as
"Industrial Design," the architecture
of production.
The library has in stock several
new books and a very inclusive maga-
zine on this subject. I believe any
one who would like to work some-
what on his own initiative and talent
after graduation would be very in-
terested in this field. The books,
which the library now has, are:
"Form In Design," by J. Beresford-
Evans and "Survival Through De-
sign," by Richard Neutra, and the
new periodical is "Industrial Design".
The Little Girl and the Wolf:
One afternoon a big wolf waited in
a dark forest for a little girl to come
along carrying a basket of food to
her grandmother. Finally a little girl
did come along and she was carrying
a basket of food. "Are you carrying
that basket to your grandmother?"
asked the wolf. The little girl said
yes, she was. So the wolf asked her
where her grandmother lived and the
little girl told him and he disappeared
into the woods.
When the little girl opened the
door of her grandmother's house she
saw that there was somebody in bed
with a nightcap and nightgown on.
She had approached no nearer than
twenty-five feet from the bed when
she saw that it was not her grand-
mother but the wolf, for even in a
nightcap a wolf does not look any
more like your grandmother than the
Metro-Goldwyn lion looks like Cal-
vin Coolidge. So the litttle girl took
an automatic out of her basket and
shot the wolf dead.
MORAL: Is is not so easy to fool
little girls nowadays as it used to be.
The Fairly Intelligent Fly
A large spider in an old house
built a beautiful web in which to
catch flies. Every time a fly landed
on the web and was entangled in it
the spider devoured him, so that
when another fly came along he
would think the web was a safe and
quiet place in which to rest. One day
a fairly intelligent fly buzzed around
above the web so long without light-
ing that the spider appeared and said
"Come on down." But the fly was
too clever for him and said, "I never
light where I don't see other flies
and I don't see any other flies in
your house." So he flew away until
he came to a place where there were
a great many other flies. He was
about to settle down among them
when a bee buzzed up and said, "Hold
it, stupid, that's flypaper. All those
flies are trapped." "Don't be silly,"
said the fly, "they're dancing." So
he settled down and became stuck
to the flypaper with all the other flies.
MORAL: There is no safety in
numbers, or in anything else.
So, boys, if you like a moral to your
stories, stop by the library and bor-
row Fables for Our Time, by James
Thurber. Q
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James B. Walker received his B.S. in mechanical engineering from
North Carolina State College in June 1954, and he's presently working
for his M.S. at the same college. By asking pertinent questions, Jim is
making sure that the position he finally accepts will be the right one for
a fellow with his training.
"Pick" Pickering answers:
Well, Jim, that's what the lawyers call a leading
question, and the answer leads right into my baili-
wick. I came to Du Pont in 1940, after taking a com-
bined mechanical and electrical engineering course.
So I had what you might call a double reason for
wondering about my future with a chemical firm.
I soon learned that the success of a large-scale
chemical process is vitally dependent upon mechan-
ical equipment. And the success of this mechanical
equipment—especially for a new process—depends
on (1) Research, (2) Development, (3) Plant Engi-
neering, and (4) close Supervision. The net result is
that a mechanical engineer at Du Pont can progress
GU PONT
U S PAT Of f
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING
...THROUGH CHEMISTRY







H. M. Pickering, Jr., received a B.S. in M.E.
and E.E. from the Univ. of Minn. in 1940. He
gained valuable technical experience at Han-
ford Works, in Richland, Washington, and in
Du Pont's Fabrics and Finishes Plant at Parlin,
N. J. Today he is Works Engineer for Du Pont's
Seaford, Del., plant, where nylon comes from.
along any one of these four broad highways to a top-
level position.
My own Du Pont experience includes mechanical
engineering work in fields as varied as atomic energy,
fabrics and finishes, and nylon manufacture. Every
one of these brought with it a new set of challenging
problems in construction, instrumentation, and
power supply; and every one provided the sort of
opportunities a man gets in a pioneering industry.
So, to answer your question, Jim, a mechanical
engineer certainly has plenty of chances to get some-
where with a chemical company like Du Pont!
Want to know more about working with Du Pont?
Send for a free copy of "Mechanical Engineers at Du Pont."
This 24-page booklet describes in detail the four broad
categories of jobs mentioned by "Pick" Pickering. Typical
pioneering problems in each of these four categories are
outlined. This booklet briefs a young mechanical engineer
on how some of the newest and most challenging problems
in his field were solved. Write to E. I. du Pont de Nemours




(Continued front page 13)
magnetic field cores. These cores are
attached to the device so that the
ends of the U-shaped cores are
against the flattened part of the
pump tube, perpendicular to the
direction of the armature. The coils
on the cores are connected to supply
the required flux in the proper di-
rection.
Fiow rates of the new Callery con-
duction-type EM Pumps are posi-
tively controlled from zero to maxi-
mum flow by an adjustable auto-
tranformer.
Since this pump is symmetrical,
the direction of flow of the liquid
metal being pumped may be reversed
by reversing the direction of the
magnetic field with respect to the
direction of the current through the
pumping section. It is possible to do
this even with the pump in opera-
tion.
Conduction type EM pumps may
be used to move any liquid metal
which will wet the pumping section
and which has a high conductivity.
The pumps are normally tested at
1000 ' Fahrenheit, with sodium po-
tassium alloy.
Installation of the Callery EM
Pump is simple. It can be installed
in a hermetically sealed loop, or in
an open system. It can be welded
or flanged into any system, accord-
ing to specific needs. All pumps are
equipped with welding connections;
flanges or threads can be added if
desired.
G. E. to Market
Commercial Atomic Power
Equipment
The General Electric Company has
formed an Atomic Power Equipment
Component which will market atomic
power equipment f or commercial
use.
W. C. Heckman, General Manager
of the Company's Aeronautic & Ord-
nance Systems Divisions, said the




KEUFFEL & ESSER CO.
New York • Hoboken, N. J.
Chicago • St. Louis • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Montreal
Every engineer and surveyor
would gladly cut his leveling
time and costs in half. K&E
now offers the answer with the
amazing new Ni2 Self-Leveling
Level. It performs any kind of
leveling, from rough cross sec-
tioning to first order work.
Rugged yet highly accurate, it
is set up in a moment, because
it actually levels itself. Such
economy is a key to K&E's 87
years of leadership in drafting,
reproduction, surveying and
optical tooling equipment and
materials, in slide rules and
measuring tapes.
facture, and sell various types of low
power reactors, and reactor systems,
heat transfer and cooling system
components, safety and remote-
handling devices for radioactive ma-
terial, and other related atomic re-
actor equipment.
Mr. Heckman said this new group,
originally organized to supply prod-
ucts and services to the Company's
Atomic Products Division, will con-
tinue to co-operate closely and work
in conjunction with that division.
He added that low-power research
reactors and components, intended
primarily for use by educational, re-
search, medical, and industrial or-
ganizations, can now be supplied,
subject to the regulations of the
Atomic Energy Commission and the
laws which created the AEC. These
various components can be inte-
grated into a system to form a com-
plete reactor installation, he pointed
out.
Among possible applications of re-
search reactors are the production
of small quantities of radioactive iso-
(Concluded on page 30)
Experience
is a great teacher
but . . .
you can learn more
from books
cheaper and faster
Order your books through
Rose Polytechnic
Book Store
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Richard J. Conway, Lehigh '51, selects
Manufacturing Engineering at Worthington
RICHARD CONWAY checks
cutting tool with machinist
before milling a pump casing.
After completing his general training which brought him in
contact with all departments, Richard J. Conway decided that
manufacturing engineering was his field. He says, "I chose the
Manufacturing Engineering Department after completing my
general training at Worthington because as a graduate in In-
dustrial Engineering I can learn the practical aspects of my
field while applying theory I learned in college.
"The personnel of this department work together as a team
toward the solution of the numerous problems which arise
daily. We have the cooperation of all other departments in the
corporation in getting the necessary facts pertinent to the solu-
tion of these problems. In the course of our day it may be
necessary for us to meet the Plant Manager, Chief Engineer,
Comptroller, several department heads, clerks, foremen, ma-
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, see your College
Placement Bureau or write to the Personnel and Training
Department, Worthington Corporation, Harrison, N. J.
chinists and many others throughout the company.
"I have contributed to the solution of many problems han-
dled by this department including metal spraying, machining
procedures, purchasing new equipment and designating proper
dimensions to obtain desired fits between mating parts.
"I enjoy my work because I'm doing the work I want and
my formal education is being supplemented with practical
knowledge gained from the tremendous wealth of knowledge
available to me at Worthington. I know from personal contact
with many other departments in the Corporation that Wor-
thington can and will find their young engineers a spot which
will give them the same opportunities as have been afforded me."
When you're thinking of a good job, think high—think
Worthington.
WORTHINGTON
The Sign of Value
L
Around the World
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PRODUCTS DESIGNED FOR STEEL
COST LESS BECAUSE:
1 Steel is 3 times stronger than
I gray iron.
2 Steel is 21/2 times as rigid.
3 Steel costs a third as much perpound as cast iron.
CUTS COSTS
WITH WELDED STEEL
DRODUCTION costs largely de-
termine whether a design is ac-
ceptable for manufacture. The suc-
cessful designer therefore, seeks out
every opportunity to eliminate un-
necessary expense from, his engi-
neering recommendations.
Because steel is stronger, more
rigid than iron, yet costs a third as
much per pound, costs on many
products such as the two shown be-
low can be cut as much as 50%.
COSTS 30% LESS—Machine bracket is
welded from 10 gauge metal. Weighs half
of original cast design. Cut is stronger,
more rigid. Costs 30% less to produce.
COSTS 45% LESS — Feeder roll is built
from standard channel welded to steel
discs. Steel design eliminates breakage,
weighs half of former casting. Saves 4 5°
on cost of manufacture.
Ideas for designing in welded steel
Bulletins and handbooks on latest design pro-
cedures are available to engineering students.
Write:
THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Cleveland 17, Ohio
THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF
ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT
OXYCAT
(Continued from page 11)
Enamelstrip can best be described in
one of the company's two largest
coating lines. Each can coat up to 50
tons of stock a day and exhausts
6800 cubic feet per minute of air —
solvent mixture. Temperatures range
from 300 to 600 degrees.
Because the oven exhaust is some-
times below 500 degrees (the oxi-
dizing temperature of the Oxycat)
a preheat burner has been installed
to raiss stream temperature at the
start of a production run if neces-
sary. The hot solvent fumes next
strike the catalyst bed (814 Oxycats
in this case) and are immediately
oxidized to a harmless vapor.
Stack temperatures above the cata-
lyst then rise to as high as 1400 de-
grees F. The preheat burner is auto-
matically shut off—since there are
enough combustibles in the gases to
make the catalyst bed self-sustain-
ing. The main gas burners are also
shut off since Enamelstrip can then
recirculate catalyst heat to run its
ovens.
The plant has enough heat left
over to supply other processes, and
when steam coils are installed over
the catalyst bed, will have enough
energy for general plant heating
needs. Even then the company will
be throwing most of its catalyst heat
away.
Enamel strip gets another cost-
saving bonus in the form of increased
production. The company had been
operating its ovens to the full capaci-
ty of the burners. With unlimited
catalyst heat it has now doubled
coating speeds and plans to double
them again.
Power Generation, Too
Pollution control was not the prob-
lem when the Sun Oil Company in-
stalled $25,000 worth of catalysts to
consume waste cat cracker gases. The
objective was heat recovery and
power generation.
Sun uses a different Houdry cata-
lyst—in pellet form—to crack crude
oil into high-octane gasoline at its
Marcus Hook, Pa. refinery. During
each cracking cycle the catalyst
pellets become coated with tarry
hydrocarbons.
In regenerating the catalyst (burn-
ing these hydrocarbons off with hot
air) a large volume of waste gases
(carbon monoxide and hydro-
carbons) is generated. Sun now runs
these gases through a catalytic bed,
generates 7,500,000 Btu per hour of
usable energy.
Most of this heat is picked up in
molten salt pickup tubes in the cata-
lyst chamber and is used to generate
process steam. The remainder of the
energy in the gases is fed to a gas
turbine that powers a turbo-com-
pressor.
With the Oxycat installation com-
plete on only one-half of this par-
ticular cracking plant, Sun was re-
covering $27,000 worth of previous-
ly wasted energy a year.
When installation is completed on
this unit annual savings should
jump to $80,000.
Refinery-wide savings, when ail
Sun crackers are catalyst-equipped,
are expected to reach $500,000 a
year. And should the Oxycat be
applied to all cracking plants
throughout the country, the poten-
tial recovery of waste heat energy
would be the equivalent of 10,000,000
barrels of fuel oil a year.
Coffee-odors, Engine Smells
Still another use for the Oxycat
is the removal of coffee odors. An
installation on the roof-top of the
coffee-roasting plant of Eppens,
Smith Co., New York has shown
that the Oxycat can completely end
the odor problem.
This catalyst has also shown that
it can reform smokey incinerators—
completely removing visible smoke,
odors and organic particles.
A major use for the Houdry cata-
lyst—in fact its first use—is in a
catalytic muffler for control of in-
dustrial truck exhausts.
A typical user, Land o' Lakes
Creameries, Inc., reports that it uses
four such units to permit mechaniza-
tion of handling operations in its
basement storage area—a confined,
unventilated room 90 by 120 feet
(Concluded on page 28)
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EXCESS HYDROCHLORIC ACID is put to work in this catalyst plant of the
Morton Salt Company at Weeks Island, Louisiana. The acid is used in a
process developed by a Standard Oil scientist to produce a top-quality catalyst.
What the scientist saw in the sandpile!
This story starts with a child's sandpile and a
scientist's curiosity. It ends eight years later
with a new top-quality catalyst—the result of
a scientist's ingenuity.
One day a Standard Oil chemist took home
some granular blast furnace slag from a neigh-
boring steel mill for his children's sandpile.
Suspecting that it had properties of potential
value, he took a pailful back to his quarters
in the Whiting Laboratory the next day.
Treating the slag with hydrochloric acid and
then drying it in an oven produced 30 cc's of
powder that proved to be an effective and
active catalyst. However, commercial produc-
tion of the catalyst was uneconomic because
of the market price of hydrochloric acid. To
overcome this obstacle, Standard Oil contacted
the Bay Chemical Company, a salt cake pro-
ducer which, at times, had difficulty marketing
hydrochloric acid—a co-product of salt cake.
The Bay Company, of Weeks Island, Louisi-
ana, now merged with Morton Salt Company,
became interested in the new catalyst and
built a plant with the aid of Standard Oil sci-
entists. The output of this plant is a top-
quality catalyst with unlimited new sources
of raw materials.
This is only one example of what Standard
Oil scientists accomplish in an atmosphere of
independent research. In our constantly ex-
panding laboratories, our scientists are free to
investigate and pursue ideas, for Standard Oil
knows that one of a scientist's greatest assets
is his curiosity.
Standard Oil Company
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois
STANDARD
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(Concluded from page 26)
with a nine-foot ceiling.
When Land 'o Lakes first tried to
run a gas-powered truck in this area
the fumes proved too much for the
operator. The company now operates
four catalyst-equipped trucks in the
same area with no harmful effects.
As in industrial installations, the
catalytic muffler burns the noxious
engine fumes to harmless carbon di-
oxide and water vapor.
This first type of catalytic exhaust
was applicable only to engines run-
ning on unleaded gasoline or on LP
gas. A modification of this muffler
has been developed for 4-cycle diesel
engines and is now being adapted
to 2-cycle diesels. Mr. Houdry has
also developed a catalytic exhaust
for leaded gasoline—for automobile
use—but this unit uses an entirely
different type of catalyst.
A Versatile Instrument
The basic chemistry of the Oxy-
cat indicates a wide range of uses.
The Oxycat will burn just about any
vapor or gas that can be oxidized—
and do it at temperatures that are
lower and hence less costly than di-
rect flame incineration.
In actual practice the Oxycat
seems to do its best job on fumes
that can be oxidized to either CO.,
or H00 or both. That includes the
entire family of hydrocarbons as
well as carbon monoxide—prime in-
dustrial causes of air contamination.
The Oxycat will function success-
fully over a wide range of inlet tem-
peratures and concentrations—from
gas streams near the explosive limit
to those with concentrations of parts
per million of contaminants.
Inlet temperatures—the tempera-
ture of the gases entering the cata-
lyst—can range from room tempera-
ture or less up to 1500 degrees F. or
more. In some cases pre-heating of
the gases may be necessary—depend-
ing on the actual inlet temperature
and the concentration of the pollu-
tants.
If the gases are above 500 degrees
(the oxidizing point of the catalyst)
and are rich in combustibles prob-
ably no pre-heat will be needed.
If the gases are rich in combusti-
bles, but below 500 degrees, some
pre-heat will be needed to start-up
only.
If concentration of combustibles
is not high enough to maintain cata-
lyst temperature above 500 degrees,
continuous pre-heat will be needed.
In general, the Oxycat will raise
stack temperature 55 degrees F. for
every Btu per cubic foot of dry ex-
haust gas passing over the bed.
All such factors of design must be
determined by competent engineer-
ing analysis.
Prospect of Unlimited Life
As yet no definite limit has been
set to the useful life of the Oxycat.
Under most stack conditions it is ex-
pected that the catalyst will last for
many years without appreciable drop
in activity.
Basis for this conclusion is a test
conducted on catalysts initially in-
stalled at the Sun Oil Marcus Hook
refinery almost two years ago. Tests
showed that after 8500 hours of con-
tinuous operation these catalysts
eliminated 99.2 percent of the com-
bustible material in the waste gases
—exactly the same percentage as in
June 1952, when the catalytic heat
recovery unit first went on stream.
These results were most significant
since all previously known combus-
tion catalysts have declined steadily
in efficiency during operatiqn.
Operating conditions at Marcus
Hook were severe. In additipn to
light hydrocarbons, carbon monmcide
and sulphur, the waste gases frqm
the cat cracker contained abra,sivf
dust (from the petroleum catalyst)
and heavy tarry materials. The cata-
lyst was also subjected to continued
thermal shock. The temperature of
the waste gases jumps 500 degrees--
from 800 to 1300—and back again
every 10 minutes.
The findings at the Sun Oil Co.,
were later corroborated by the Re-
search Institute of Temple Universi-
ty in tests of the original Oxycats
installed at Enamelstrip Corp. Tem-
ple scientists reported that after 18
months of operation those Oxycats
were eliminating 99.6 percent or
more of solvent pollutants. i2
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Another page for YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK
How billet mill gets extra
bearing capacity in same space
Engineers who designed this 10-stand billet mill speci-
fied that the roll necks be mounted on Timken® Balanced
Proportion bearings. That's because Timken Balanced
Proportion bearings have load ratings up to 40%
higher than same-size bearings of older designs. And
they make possible a 50 to 60% increase in roll neck
strength which means greater rigidity and higher roll-
ing precision.
True rolling motion, high precision
practically eliminate friction
All lines drawn coincident with the working surfaces
of the rollers and races of Timken bearings meet at a
common point on the bearing axis. This means Timken
bearings are designed to give true rolling motion. And
they are precision manufactured to live up to their




Want to learn more about
bearings or job opportunities?
Many of the engineering problems you'll face after
graduation will involve bearing applications. For help
in learning more about bearings,
write for the 270-page General In-
formation Manual on Timken bear-
ings. And for information about the
excellent job opportunities at the
Timken Company, write for a copy
of "This Is Timken". The Timken
Roller Bearing Company, Canton
6, Ohio.
NOT JUST A BALL 0 NOT JUST A ROLLER (-) THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER 9:3
BEARING TAKES RADIAL AND THRUST -CD- LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION -g-
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topes for use as "tracer" elements
in biological and agricultural use,
for identification of various ele-
ments, and for the education and
training of personnel in the field of
atomic energy. Research reactors
can also be used to study many fac-
tors of power reactor development,
such as neutron flux distribution,
reactor control-rod calibration, and
reactor shielding.
General Electric has long been ac-
tive in the atomic energy field. In
1940, two physicists at the Com-
pany's Research Laboratory in
Schenectady, N. Y., were one of two
teams who independently succeeded
in separating uranium 235 from
natural uranium. Tests proved this
isotope capable of the energy releas-
ing process of fission. They also
showed that neutrons which were
liberated could keep the fission pro-
cess going in a chain reaction, thus
making possible the use of U-235 as
a practical source of atomic energy.
In September, 1946, G. E. took
over the operation of the Hanford,
Wash., Atomic Works from DuPont.
At Hanford, nuclear reactors are
used to manufacture production
quantities of plutonium for use in
atomic weapons. Plutonium is also
a possible fuel for atomic power
plants.
In 1946 the Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory was established at Sche-
nectady under General Electric's
contract with the AEC. KAPL's ob-
jectives were to conduct fundamen-
tal research studies, investigations,
and development work pertaining to
atomic energy, particularly its appli-
cation as a useful source of power.
For some years KAPL has been
working primarily on the engineering
development of atomic power for the
propulsion of submarines for the
AEC and the Navy.
In February 1952, the AEC
authorized G.E. to begin construe-




Your tools of tomorrow should
be your tools of today. When you graduate and start
upon your own career you will find that the top
engineers, architects and designers use CASTELL—
either the famous wood pencil or LOCKTITE Holder
with 9030 lead.
CASTELL is smoother, stronger, lays down greater
depth of graphite on the drawing. It is uniformly
excellent in all 20 degrees, 8B to 10H.
You study in a fine school, taught by outstanding
professors. Does it make sense to work with inferior
tools? Order CASTELL, world's standard of quality,
from your College Store, stationer or art supply store.
otS rtc‘
the drawing penc,1
with the Master Degrees
tion of a land-based prototype sub-
marine atomic power plant, which
is presently being erected on a 4000-
acre site near West Milton, N. Y.
Building the submarine prototype
power plant on land makes possible
the utilization of supporting research
and experimental test facilities that
would not be possible in an opera-
tional submarine. The keel of the
"Sea Wolf", the submarine which
will have an atomic power plant
similar to that of the prototype, was
laid September 15, 1953, at Groton,
Connecticut.
In April, 1953, the Company cen-
tralized its far-flung atomic energy
activities by establishing an Atomic
Products Division to administer its
contract with the AEC at the Han-
ford Atomic Products Operation, the
Knolls Atomic Power Laboratory,
and the Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion
Department. As General Manager
of this Division, Francis K. McCune
also holds responsibility for co-ordi-
nating all atomic activites of the
Company with the Atomic Energy
Commission. Q
P




16 So. 7th St. Terre Haute
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COMMAND PERFORMANCE . . .
This servo-motor is smaller than a household fuse—
weighs only about one and one-half ounces. Yet, with-
out such powerful compact devices, modern industry
could not function efficiently.
Servo-motors are the slaves that carry out the
commands of servo-mechanisms . . . the workhorse
and watchdog combination of today's automatic con-
trol systems. In industry they provide the precision
needed for machining propellers. . . the uniformity
necessary in the processing of food, chemicals and
petroleum . . . the phenomenal speed and efficiency
required in electronic computing systems . . . and
the control requirements of hundreds of industrial
and military applications.
MIND-MADE MIRACLE .
How many men worked out this miracle of precise
control of power and movement? Physicists and en-
gineers supplied theories. . . technicians and designers
developed them. . . chemists, metallurgists, machin-
ists . . . these and scores of others worked their
splendid best. But how did they know how? Not just
from what they learned in school . . . or from their
immediate associates. For, while these helped, this
whole business of automatic control is growing so
fast and changing so rapidly that basic terminology
and concepts have not yet been settled.
So these men of science and industry look to
America's all-seeing, all-hearing and reporting Inter-
Communications System for news of the needs and of
the new in their field.
THE AMERICAN INTER-COM SYSTEM...
Complete communication is the function, the unique
contribution of the American business press . . . a
great group of specially edited magazines devoted to
the specialized work areas of men who want to man-
age better, research better, sell better, buy better.
COMMUNICATION IS OUR BUSINESS...
Many of the textbooks in which you are now studying
the fundamentals of your specialty bear the McGraw-
Hill imprint. For McGraw-Hill is the world's largest
publisher of scientific and technical works.
After you leave school, you will want to keep
abreast of developments in your chosen profession.
Then one of McGraw-Hill's many business magazines
will provide current information that will help you
in your job.
McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.
330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

















Bring refreshment into play
have a Coke




(Concluded from page 16)
decorated fraternity house to the
Lambda Chi's by Blue Key Frater-
nity president, Dick Bosshardt. The
Lambda Chi's display featured six
instrument-playing "3-D" elephants
tooting the "Blue Boy Blues." Men
of Alpha Tau Omega had constructed
a conveyor system which produced
the images of "Blue Boys" at the
gates of stadium to be whitewashed
by "Rosie". Theta Xi constructed six
bowling pins representing "Blue
Boys" which were flattened out by
a bowling "Rosie." At Sigma Nu the
"Blue Boys" were cornered between
the goal post by a life-like Rosie
on one side and a fire-flashing devil
on the other. The "Blue Boys" were
the Illinois College's nickname and
our opponents in the homecoming
game.
The Spirit of Rose Returns?
It began rather inconspicuously on
Thursday evening, the 14th of Octo-
ber, when a few carloads of Rose
freshmen decided to venture into the
town of Franklin, Indiana. This man-
euver was evidently perpetuated by
some upper classmen desiring to see
a return of the "Rose Spirit" which
had been alive a few years ago. The
object of the trip was simple in
nature—to raise a little "hell" prior
to the football game Saturday with
the "Grizzles."
As fate would have it however,
the frosh being rather "green" let
some of their band slip into the hands
of Franklin fraternity men and in
the process the captives lost the hair
from the top of their skulls.
The remaining part of the school
body learned about this skull-dug-
gery Friday morning and a mass
meeting was scheduled at 12:30 a.m.
of all classes.
Boy orators of the upper classes
seemed to, in part, side with the
faculty in their move to stifle the
movement which was bound to oc-
cur. What happened is now history.
Approximately 25 carloads of Rose
men left the campus at 1: 30 with
Franklin as their destination. Their
object was to pick up one Franklin
man per car and bring him back to
Rose. Note, however, there was no
intention or forethought of malice or
destruction to property around
Franklin. The caravan reached the
college town about 3: 30 in the after-
noon and was immediately rounded
up by the city police.
It seems that the faculty had
deemed it wise to inform the Franklin
College officials that a group of Rose
men were on their way. At the police
station were the seven bald frosh in
good health with the one exception
of having cold heads. After much de-
liberation it was decided to return
to Rose with the simple statement
"Mission Unaccomplished." The ele-
ment of surprise, necessary in any
mission, had been eliminated and
Franklin was ready to meet Rose.
Minor battles broke out but nothing
exceptional occurred. Two Franklin
men, however, were returned to Rose
but later released.
The final blow came on Wednes-
day of the following week as the
faculty issued an edict. It stated to
the effect that since the "cut" was
organized, everyone involved would
receive the proper penalty. And so
ends another chapter of the never
ending tale of "The Decline and Fall
of the Spirit of Rose."
Go to it Frosh(?) ! !




To those interested in advanced academic
study while associated with important research and
development in industry, Hughes offers










University of Southern California
A program to assist outstanding
individuals in studying for the
Master of Science Degree while
employed in industry and making
contributions to important military
work. Open to students who will
receive the B.S. degree in Electrical
Engineering, Physics or Mechanical
Engineering during the coming
year, and to members of the Armed
Services honorably discharged and
holding such B.S. degrees.
Candidates must meet entrance
requirements for advanced study
at the University of California
at Los Angeles or the University
of Southern California. Participants
will work full time during the
summer in the Hughes Laboratories
and 25 hours per week while pur-
suing a half-time schedule of
graduate study at the university.
Salary is commensurate with the
individual's ability and experience.
Tuition, admission fees and books
for university attendance are pro-
vided. Provision is made to assist in
paying travel and moving expenses
from outside Southern California.
for the Hughes Cooperative Fellowship
Program: Address all correspondence















Culver City, Los Angeles County, California /
Eligible for these Fellowships are
those who have completed one year
of graduate study in physics or
engineering. Successful candidates
must qualify for graduate standing
at the California Institute of Tech-
nology for study toward the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy or post-
doctoral work. Fellows may pursue
graduate research in the fields of
physics or engineering. During
summers they will work full time
in the Hughes Laboratories in
association with scientists and engi-
neers in their fields.
Each appointment is for twelve
months and provides a cash award
of not less than $2,000, a salary of
not less than $2,5oo, and $1,5oo for
tuition and research expenses. A
suitable adjustment is made when
financial responsibilities of the Fel-
low might otherwise preclude par-
ticipation in the program. For those
coming from outside the Southern
California area provision is made
for moving and transportation
expenses.
for the Howard Hughes Fellowships in
Science and Engineering: Address all
correspondence to the Howard Hughes
Fellowship Committee
California Institute of Technology
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Freeze - Drying
(Concluded from page 14)
These freeze-drying units are heated
by steam, hot water or other fluids;
they can also be adapted for electric
heating. The shelves are hollow for
cooling and heating; baffles assure
uniform heat distribution. Welded
construction assures leakproof opera-
tion despite frequent and rapid
changes in temperature. Uniform
heat distribution is important be-
cause it insures uniform drying and
therefore maximum production. All
material is fully dried at the same
time and no part of the charge must
be held up to await completion of
another part. Maximum visibility of
products on the shelves is assured
through horizontally and vertically
staggered clear-vision sight glasses,
two on the smaller models and three
on the larger. In general, components
are sized to give maximum efficiency
for minimum investment. Smooth in-
ternal contours and flush-mounted
instruments facilitate washing and
drying. Corrosion-resistant interiors
contribute to chemically clean opera-
tion.
These models are completely self-
contained except for vacuum pump
and clarifier. While a single unit is
ideal for laboratory or small produc-
tion, others are easily added to make
as large a production battery as
needed. The use of multiple units
gives great flexibility in adapting the
operation to varying production de-
mands or to epidemic or temporary
emergencies. The chamber can be
provided with means for steam steri-
lization at 15 psi. Models may be Irad
with either one-stage, two-stage, or
three-stage refrigeration for the con-
denser plates. Two-stage or three-
stage refrigeration is required to pro-
vide the lower condensation tempera-
tures for certain products. ACTH,
for example, is dried more satis-
factorily with two-stage than with
three-stage cooling. The preferred
temperature level of condensation is
known for many products, but often
One for every place—






Out on the job . . . irrespective of your engineering role
. . . you'll be coming to grips with the problem of elimi-
nating wasteful friction.
You can look to a p- for the practical solution to anti-
friction bearing problems.
makes all of these eight types of bearings which
serve virtually every equipment need. Rely on a, En for
putting the right bearing in the right place. 7417
SKF- INDUSTRIES, INC., PHILADELPHIA 32, PA.
—manufacturers of SKF and HESS-BRIGHT bearings.
KF
BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS
must be determined for new prod-
ucts. For such tests this type of
equipment is also suitable.
In one model the condensing plates
are chilled for pre-freezing the prod-
uct and subsequently for condensing.
After the product is frozen, the con-
tainers are transferred from the
lower freezing plates to the upper
drying plates.
In another model the bottom plates
are spaced for condensing only; the
upper plates are equipped with a
separate refrigeration system and
heating system. In this way the upper.
plates are both chilled for freezing
and heated for drying. This elimin-
ates the need for transfer of frozen
material and the danger of thawing
during evacuation, a feature of par-
ticular importance with bottles of
small size.
Because of the many advantages
provided by the freeze-drying pro-
cess, this method will soon be in-
corporated into every industry and
concern which requires the extended
preservation of organic materials. i2
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AL ISON Engineers Pioneer VTO
Power Plant Development
• Early in '51, Allison undertook the power plant de-
velopment for vertical take-off airplanes following the
Navy's request for a high-power, low-weight turbine
engine which could be adapted to vertical operation.
With modifications, the Allison T40 turbo-prop
engine—with its extremely high power-to-weight-ratio
—was selected to do the job. The vertical operation
necessitated basic design changes, such as changing
the oil system so it would function in both vertical and
horizontal positions. Too, it was necessary to modify
the reduction gear, giving a higher propeller RPM
and increased thrust. And, with the specially designed
propellers required by the VT0s, the control system
was redesigned.
Then, to test the engine, a radically new test stand
was designed and built. Allison engineers converted
a test stand previously used for low horsepower re-
.011111111 GEORGE D. KEMP, who received his B.S. in Mechanical Engineer-
ing from Colorado A. and M. last June, is shown recording data
on the engineering log sheet from the industrial TV screen in the VTO test
cell. George—now in the Test Operations group in the Experimental Test
Section at Allison—is working on the YT40 turbo-prop engine which powers
the Convair XFY-1 and the Lockheed ZFV-1 vertical take-off aircraft.
ciprocating engines to one (shown above) capable of
accommodating VTO engines in the various positions
from horizontal to vertical. With the huge 72,000 pound
tunnel completely enclosing the engine and propeller,
a television was installed in the control room so engine
operation could be observed in any tunnel position.
The VTO power plant project is typical of the
variety of challenging problems handled by the Alli-
son Engineering staff. And, because it is continually
pioneering in advanced engineering developments,
Allison needs additional technically trained men, espe-
cially young graduate engineers. Why not plan now
for your engineering career at Allison. Write for in-
formation:
R. G. GREENWOOD, Engineering College Contact,
ALLISON DIVISION, General Motors Corporation,
Indianapolis 6, Indiana.
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By Frank Potts, jr., m.e. and Carter Smith, jr., m.e.
M.E.: "Every time I kiss you it
makes me a better man."
"Stude" Nurse: "Why try to get
to heaven in one night."
* * *
The bandage-covered M.E. who
lay in the hospital spoke dazedly
to his visiting pal.
"Wh-what happened?"
"You absorbed too much last
night, and then made a bet that
you could fly out the window and
around the block."
"Why didn't you stop me?"
screamed the beat up student.
"Stop you hell," said the other,
"I had ten bucks on you!"
Many girls leave nothing to a
man's imagination, and everything
to his self control.
One that we liked is about the
girl who went swimming in the
raw in a secluded mill pond. Along
came a little boy who started to
tie knots in her clothes. She flop-
ped around, found an old washtub,
held it in front of herself and
marched towards the little boy
saying, "You little brat, do you
know what I think?"
"Sure," said the little brat, "You
think that tub has a bottom in it."
* * *
Tourist Guide: "We are passing
the largest brewery in the United
States."
M.E.: "Why "
L.S.: "You say he has no respect
for age?"
A.F.: "No. Not unless it's bot-
tled."
"I nearly ran over a pedestrian
a few minutes ago and I think he
was from Miami."
"How do you know he was from
Miami?"
"Well, when he reached the side-
walk, I heard him say something
about the sun and the beach."
The minister called at the Jones
home one Sunday afternoon, and
little Willie answered the bell. "Pa
ain't home," he announced. "He
went over to the golf club."
The minister's brow darkened,
and Willie hastened to explain:
"Oh, he ain't gonna play any
golf. Not on Sunday. He just went
over for a few highballs and a little
stud poker."
Grad Student: "Glasses are get-
ting to be a necessity with me."
Senior: "Same here. I can't drink
out of a bottle any more without
beer dribbling on my chin."
Little dog looking up at the
parking meter: "Heck, you gotta
pay now!"
"Hello, Honey, I could hardly
wait to tell you what's happened . . .
Dad's cut off my allowance, I had
to sell my car and drop my
fraternity, but we can still have
fun just . . . Hello? . . . Ann? . . .
Hello .
Two commuting students were
sitting together as they rode home
on a crowded subway car, when
Charlie noticed that Vernon had
his eyes closed.
"What's the matter, Vern," he
asked, "feeling ill?"
"I'm all right," replied Vernon,
"but I hate to see women stand-
ing."
Kip: "My girl says she is going
to leave me if I don't stop running
around."
Dave: "Too bad."
Kip: "Yeh, I'm going to mis:,
her."
Nancy's lips clung tenaciously to
his ... once more she had forgotten
to remove her chewing gum.
Kip: "Would you call for help if
I tried to kiss you?"
Claire: "Do you need any help?"
"Oh! dear, I've missed you So
much"—then she raised the re-
volver and tried again.
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK—No.11 in a Kodak Series
Wanted:
Illustration shows test of aircraft compass at United States Gauge,
division of American Machine and Metals, Inc. A magnetic force,
developed by the loops, pulls the compass card 30° off its normal
heading. Then the force is released. The instant of release and the
moment the compass recovers by 50 are both recorded on the film —
become positive evidence of proper performance.
an inspector with a split-second eye
phowaphy got the joh
A difference of 2/10ths of a second means the compass
passes or fails. So the maker pits it against a stop watch—
gets definite proof of performance with movies.
Uncle Sam said this aircraft compass must respond
by 5 degrees in not less than 1 second or more than
1.2 seconds. That's only 2/10ths of a second leeway—
far too little for human hands and eyes to catch the
action accurately.
So, side-by-side, the stop watch and compass act
their parts before the movie camera. Then individual
frames along the film show the precise instant that
the 5-degree mark is reached.
Product testing and quality control are naturals for
photography. They are typical examples of the many
ways photography works for businesses, large and
small. It is improving production, saving time, reduc-
ing error, cutting costs.
Graduates in the physical sciences and in engi-
neering find photography an increasingly valuable
tool in their new occupations. Its expanding use has
also created many challenging opportunities at
Kodak, especially in the development of large-scale
chemical processes and the design of complex pre-
cision mechanical - electronic equipment. Whether
you are a recent graduate or a qualified returning
service man, if you are interested in these oppor-
tunities, write to Business & Technical Personnel
Dept., Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.
Looking ahead with General Electric
45,000 G-E people working on jobs created by new products since 1945 could almost fill Princeton's Palmer Stadium.
In 9 years, new products created G-E jobs
for enough people to fill a football stadium
Coming years promise even more progress.
One out of every five people at General Electric owes
his job to products G.E. didn't make before 1945.
And the future looks even brighter.
We can see new and exciting possibilities in many
different fields. Atomic energy, jet engines, electronics,
silicones— all promise to create new products, new
processes and new jobs.
As we see it at General Electric, America's industrial
progress in a free economy is not only continuing, it's
rapidly accelerating.
7312gress /s Our Most /mporfaat Product
GENERAL ELECTRIC
